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Oakland port: Ports America exit fuels better capacity 
utilization 
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Rather than being a loss for the Port of Oakland, the pending departure of Outer Harbor Terminal will be an economic 

plus to the port complex because it will concentrate more revenue-producing container volume into fewer marine 

terminals in order to fund their growth, Executive Director Chris Lytle said at the weekend. 

Outer Harbor Terminal, a joint venture of Ports America and the Mediterranean Shipping Co. subsidiary Terminal 

Service Inc., announced last month it would end early its 50-year lease with the Northern California port. Those 

negotiations broke off last week when Outer Harbor filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy. 
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The terminal handles about 700,000 twenty-foot-equivalent units, or 383,000 actual container lifts per year, Lytle said. 

At first, there was some concern about finding a home for the entire volume so it will remain in Oakland, but Lytle said 

Friday he is “happy to say we have good options for 100 percent of the cargo.” 

About 90 percent of the volume will move to the Oakland International Container Terminal that is operated by SSA 

Marine, and the remainder will move to the TraPac terminal. The moves should be completed by March 31. 

Despite growing cargo volumes now that the economic recession is history, West Coast ports are adjusting to an 

environment in which large carriers and carrier alliances are concentrating their vessel calls at fewer, but larger, 

marine terminals. On the West Coast, the cargo is being carried  increasingly by mega-ships with capacities ranging 

from 8,000 to 14,000 TEUs. That record was broken recently when the 18,000-TEU CMA CGM Benjamin 

Franklin called in Los Angeles and Oakland. 

These mega-ships place a tremendous strain on ports and terminal operators to provide taller super-post Panamax 

cranes, larger terminals with greater throughput capacity and improved road and intermodal rail connectors. The price 

tag for these improvements climbs easily into the hundreds of millions of dollars. 

However, Oakland, like Los Angeles-Long Beach to the south and the Northwest Seaport Alliance of Seattle-Tacoma 

to the north, has excess capacity in that its acreage is spread out over too many terminals. This generates insufficient 

container volume to cover costs and not enough profit to reinvest in capital expansion projects. Terminal operators 

get their revenue by lifting containers on and off vessels, so they are constantly competing among themselves for 

more business. 

In the Pacific Northwest, the results of this competition are seen in the closure of Terminal 5, formerly operated by 

APL, and the agreement signed last year by the ports to combine their terminal planning, development and marketing 

under the Northwest Seaport Alliance. In Long Beach, the port for the past decade had been planning to build a new 

container terminal at an abandoned oil field site known as Pier S, but the decision was made, coincidentally when 

Lytle was the executive director, to move slowly. Pier S may not be developed as a container terminal afterall. 

The 166-acre Outer Harbor terminal in Oakland may be repurposed for other cargo uses, although that decision has 

yet to be made. At least for now, it would take too much money to modernize it for container uses when other 

terminals in Oakland are struggling to attract more cargo. “Outer Harbor needs a lot of work,” Lytle said. 

At the same time, other terminals in Oakland also need more work to modernize their operations to handle mega-

ships, but they need more container volume to generate the capital needed to fund the improvements. In that respect, 

the departure of Outer Harbor is a blessing. 

It is also a challenge because the terminals will need newer, modern equipment and more acreage. Oakland already 

has the available acreage. OICT will pick up 33 acres, and the adjacent Matson Navigation Co. terminal has agreed 

to allow its two berths, which handle vessels in domestic services, to also receive vessels in international services. 

TraPac will pick up adjacent acreage to the east and west, and, if needed, to the northeast, Lytle said. 

Container terminal operators in Oakland, which handled 2.27 million TEUs last year, face the same costs as Los 

Angeles-Long Beach, which last year handled 15 million TEUs, and terminal charges are lower because of 

competition for business. “The commercial rates are lower than in Southern California but the labor costs are the 

same,” he said. 

Even with the increased volumes they will receive beginning at the end of March, the transition will be costly, so 

Oakland will help out with a one-time transition assistance program. Port staff next Thursday will present to the port 

commission a request for $1.5 million to assist the terminals in costs such as raising ship-to-shore cranes and 
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purchasing additional cargo-handling equipment. Lytle said Oakland was considering a temporary increase in port 

charges to fund the program, but the port decided to absorb the costs. “We feel we have a role,” he said. 

Handling the sudden surge in traffic will also necessitate operational changes. SSA Marine will replicate a dray-off 

program it has had in Long Beach for more than a decade. In order to increase the velocity of moving containers 

through the facility, import containers will be drayed to an off-dock storage yard.”Customers love it,” Lytle said, noting 

that truckers can retrieve their shipments without having to wait in line at marine terminals. 

Truck turn times in Oakland are a problem just as they are in Southern California, and in fact at times exceed the 89-

minute average in Los Angeles-Long Beach. Consolidating larger cargo volumes into fewer terminals could 

exacerbate the problem. Lytle said Oakland this year will roll out a new bluetooth-based system to gather truck turn-

time metrics and wait times at terminals that can be operated via smartphones, “and we’re funding it,” he said. 

Also, Oakland had announced last year it planned to implement an extended-gates program to be 

called OakPasssometime this year, which would have required a fee similar to how PierPass in Southern California 

helps fund the extended-gate program there, but OakPass is now on hold. 

Lytle said the individual terminals will add night and weekend gates as needed to accommodate the additional cargo, 

but without the fee-based OakPass proposal. “Right now the most important thing is that we make a seamless 

transition,” he said. 

Oakland is also delivering the message that when Ports America’s announced it will leave Oakland and concentrate 

its assets in other U.S. terminals, it should not be read to indicate the port’s future in containers is declining. Lytle 

pointed to multi-million-dollar investments being made in OICT, TraPac, the Everports terminal, on-dock rail 

improvements, a new cold storage warehouse with rail access, a container repositioning project in the agriculture-rich 

Central Valley and a massive logistics project under development at the former Oakland Army Base as proof that 

growth is indeed occurring. “The whole idea of growth here is to do do it in a responsible way, and to grow as we 

need it,” he said. 
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